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Introduction
This book is intended for saloon business owners to work through what is required
to manage business continuity and to look for opportunities to reflect, restart, and
revitalize your business through your ‘Recover’ phase.
COVID-19 outbreak is continuing to cause disruptions for many smallto-medium businesses and is a fundamentally changing the way you do business,
now and in the future. It tends to be overwhelming for entrepreneurs to stay aware
of new laws, rules, and guidelines.
There are three phases that all resilient business owners must face to recover
from the COVID-19 crisis:
1. Respond- Dealing with the present situation and managing continuity.
2. Recover- Learning and emerging stronger.
3. Thrive- Preparing for success.
It is unfortunate that few out of every saloon business will recuperate. In any case,
what will be a typical quality of those individuals who do, will be their capacity
and want to assume responsibility for their business' future, with a feeling of
positive thinking about what lies ahead.

CHAPTER 1
What is a salon
A salon is a place where people go to dye, treat, get haircut or get their hairdo.
Owning a salon these days has a lot of financial benefits and considering the fact
jobs are hard to get, salon is a smart business idea.

How lucrative is a salon business?
Without doubt salon business is a very lucrative business idea. In fact, the return in
investment is very high if you can get a good location and fewer competitors
However, the profit is subjective to several factors such as:
•
•
•
•

Good location
Quality and type of services rendered
Pricing
Working hours

Salon equipment
A salon is of two types its either unisex or a single sex. Like several other
businesses, the salon business needs the following equipment’s to run
effectively although, you can choose not to buy some of this equipment’s.
But you shouldn’t do that as all these equipment’s are highly important and
can’t be overlooked as some potential customers only patronize a wellequipped salon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Barbers chair
Quality clippers
standby power supply
Sterilizers
After shave lotion
Cover cloths
Kamisori shears
Kamisori scissors
Japanese hair cutting scissors. Etc.

What's so risky about going to the hair
salon during COVID-19?
The biggest issue with visiting the hair salon during COVID-19 hinges on how the
virus spreads—mainly through close person-to-person contact with infected people
(and the respiratory droplets they produce). during a hair salon, people are typically
pretty close together—especially when a hair stylist is coloring, cutting, or styling
someone else's hair.

That means the best risk immediately in visiting a hair salon is coming into contact
with a client or employee with COVID-19, whether or not they're asymptomatic (the
virus can still spread even when someone isn't showing symptoms

CHARPTER 2
Tips on how to keep a hair salon door
during COVID-19
Physical interaction is important to hair salon business, you can't provide beauty
services without physically touching your clients. Because of this COVID-19 could
create a crisis plan.

Businesses with physical interactions are making hard decisions on what to do
considering the coronavirus. Here are ways to keep your salon business going
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

1. Prepare a blueprint
Have a blueprint for any tranquil days you may experience. What productive things
can your staff be doing with this time? Create a rundown and circulate it with the
team. This could be some professional development, brainstorming marketing
ideas for the salon, or doing some team bonding. But remember to keep a distance
of 1.5m

2. Eliminate unnecessary contacts
Just as you'll want to streamline your clients' experience and minimize contact
wherever you can, you need to streamline your operations generally. With online
booking, it's easy to ensure you'll have time to clean between appointments. You
can also readily schedule clients to arrive at staggered times. Perhaps it doesn't
make sense to offer your full-service menu at the moment. Some salons are asking
clients to come in with wet, clean hair to optimize the service cycle time. Consider
what makes sense for your business. How can you give clients a great
experience—while still keeping everyone safe?

You help your clients look and feel their best. Run your hair salon with that same
confidence, knowing you can offer your clients an exceptional and safe experience
from booking to checkout.
You're already taking care to clean, disinfect hair salon and protective equipment
(like disposable masks, gloves, clippers, hair scissors, etc.) to your salon
workers to reduce risk of COVID-19, but did you know your software can help
keep your community safe, too?
With the right salon software, you can minimize contact, protecting the health and
safety of both your clients and your team. Hair salon owners can even improve the
financial health of their businesses with software that makes it easy for staff to sell
hair salon products and other retail on the spot (no trip to the front desk necessary).
Virtual check-in means optimizing capacity in your salon—while still putting
health and safety first. Your salon software needs to include a low-touch journey
for your clients. To health with anything else!

3. Retail to the rescue
If your salon sells retail products keep your software or online services to avoid
unnecessary contact, as long as you have got supply, customers will bring the
demand such as shampoo or essential oils
As the COVID-19 pandemic rages on, more and more salons around the country
are gradually opening after several weeks or months of lockdown either by choice
to prevent spread or by government order. Yet, even if your doors are closed, rent
is still due, and bills need to be paid. How do you keep revenue coming in when
you can’t provide services? Retail.
There are two types of retail to consider: traditional beauty products that you sell in
your salon and drop-shipped items that your customers can purchase through you.

1.

Traditional retail

Selling product goes hand-in-hand with salons—you want your customers to have
the very best items to use to keep their skin healthy, their hair shiny, and their selfesteem high. Don’t end that relationship with your customers just because your
business is closed! While you may be used to selling products to your customers
when they visit your business, you can sell products to them remotely through an
online store in your software.
If you decide to pursue online sales, don’t forget about how you’ll deliver the
products to your customers. Some salons and spas are offering curbside pickup,
others are doing home deliveries, and still others are offering free shipping.
2.

Drop-shipped retail

Do you have an affiliate relationship with a product line? Do your customers love
your brand and say they would buy swag if you sold it? Now’s the time to
take action.
If you have an affiliate (a specific link for you to use in exchange for a share of the
sale) relationship with a brand you love and trust, share those links on your social
media accounts and in an email to your customers. It’s a win-win; they get the
products they want, and you get revenue and don’t have to deal with shipping or
delivery of the product.
The same goes for creating swag and selling it online through third-party sites
like Thread less—you don’t have to worry about receiving and packing the
merchandise. Your customers can shop online and get their gear, all while you earn
passive revenue. And if you think a salon or spa can’t sell branded merchandise—
think again. A multi-location salon created a campaign to help provide income to
their stylists while their salons were closed. The salon took their beloved brand and
designed swag—available to anyone through an online Thread less store.

4. maximize profit
As salons are closed, they’re not able to operate at the same capacity they were
before the coronavirus pandemic. Social distancing limits the number of both
clients and staff who can be at your business at any given time. Some businesses
have even been forced to close again (or operate exclusively outside). The
pressure’s on for businesses to make the most of each client who books.
Salons needs to focus on productivity more than ever. It’s crucial that you consider
how your business can increase efficiency while boosting the average ticket. You
can only see so many clients, but you still have to pay rent. Plus—you’re making
up for revenue loss when you were temporarily closed.

5. keep in contact with your best customers
You know who your loyal clients are. This is the group you can consistently count
on to grab extra product or come in for multiple services at once. Let them know
how much they mean to your business and give them exclusive access to your
waitlist first. (Don’t have a waitlist yet? Here’s why you absolutely need one.)
It’s a win-win. They’ll be delighted to be part of the core community at your salon
and you can count on them to spend.

6. Impose a COVID-19 tax
There’s no way around it; you're going to have additional costs when you
reopen. Cleaning during this time is crucial (and expensive). Many businesses are
opting for a “COVID-19 tax.” Rather than changing prices for individual services,

these salons are adding a small percentage to all services. Consider something
around 5% or less.
Communicate to your clients how you’re keeping them safe with your upped
cleaning efforts and how this tax helps pay for it. The peace of mind alone will
make it worth it.

7. Ditch your waiting room
With only so many people allowed in your space at once, you need to be
thoughtful about who’s coming when. In the new normal, some salons forego the
waiting room—and for good reason. Make sure every client who is in your salon
is actively getting a service. Implement a virtual check-in process to keep everyone
as safe as possible and make the most of your space.

8. Optimize your menu and service cycle
Make sure you’re only offering services that make financial sense for you. While
you may have been offering 90-minute facials before, as you reopen, try to keep all
services to an hour or less. This allows time for cleaning and lets you see as many
clients (all of whom might want to make retail purchases...) as possible.
Take a hard look at your service cycle, too. See if there’s a way for you to optimize
your efforts. Maybe as you reopen, you ask clients to come in with clean hair or
you temporarily skip blow drying. While there may be health reasons for refraining
from certain things, there are also financial ones. Consider how you will get clients
in and out more efficiently while still ensuring they feel pampered.

9. Emphasize add-ons and retail
Speaking of retail, start upselling before clients even walk into your salon
with Marketing Suite. Share new products or enticing add-ons with easy-to-use
templates you can customize to showcase your brand.
Empower your staff to recommend both add-on services and retail products to
clients, too. Have a goal (and reward) set for your team to work toward (for
instance, at least one retail item sold for every two clients).
Have a long waitlist? Reach out to clients who aren’t going to be able to come in
for a while and offer product recommendations to help them maintain.
It’s time to work smarter than ever. With a defined strategy and the help of
automation, you can make the most of your constraints and boost your revenue.
Your business might look different than it did pre coronavirus pandemic, but now
you have the chance to show just how resilient you are.

10. Clean your salon and sterilize equipment’s
regularly
Whether you have already reopened your doors, or you are still working your way
through you have probably thought a lot about hygiene and cleaning for your
business post COVID-19 and into the new normal. It’s important for your salon to
welcome clients into a clean, safe space.
Now is the time to strategize how to keep your clients feeling safe, comfortable,
and informed about what you’re doing to increase sanitization and hygiene efforts.
Lucky for us, there are several organizations that can help. Here are some steps to
take and resources to use for creating a sanitization and cleaning plan for your
salon.

I. Do your research

Your first step is to research and understand the government jurisdiction guidelines
and resources available for facilities like yours.

Be sure that you (and your team) have a good understanding of which disinfectant
products meet the EPA criteria and can be used against COVID-19, and learn
about the differences between cleaning, sanitizing, disinfecting, and sterilizing:

Cleaning (with soap and water) can remove impurities, germs and dirt. The
CDC recommends cleaning surfaces before disinfecting.
Sanitization (with appropriate products) reduces bacteria that is specifically
identified on product packaging.
Disinfecting (with appropriate products) is the process of destroying
pathogenic microorganisms and removes most organisms present on a
surface.

Sterilization is the process that eliminates all forms of life (such as viruses,
bacteria, and fungi).

Also, research and consider how to clean the various surfaces within your salon.
For hard and non-porous materials like glass, metal, or plastic, you can clean the
surfaces prior to disinfecting. Any materials that are soft or porous that cannot be
disinfected must only be used once and subsequently discarded (for example,
cardboard files, buffers, etc.). Also consider soft/porous materials in your business
such as carpeting, rugs, upholstered chairs, etc. You may want to consider
removing them entirely from your business.
Government agencies may also prohibit certain types of activities or offerings–do
your research to determine if this impacts any areas of your facility or services. For
example, you may choose, or may be required to close reception areas, dining/food
areas, saunas, etc. Specific services, such as blow drying or services that require
high touch/close contact may be prohibited as well). When conducting research,
also consider your ventilation systems.

II. Create your cleaning plan
Cleaning and disinfecting have always been important for your salon, but it will be
an even important part of your reopening plan and your operational approach
moving forward. As you create your plan, keep in mind that these will likely be
your new cleaning protocols going forward into our “new normal,” not just a shortterm solution for reopening.
Some elements of your plan may include:
Itemize all areas, surfaces, and equipment that you need to clean in your facility.
Note what’s frequently touched so you can determine how often you will need to
clean them. Don’t forget about office areas, shared workstations/computers, etc.
Include all items at your stations and/or treatment rooms:
3.

Chairs/headrests/armrests

4.

Carts

5.

Styling/treatment tools

6.

Counters

7.

Mirrors

8.

Storage areas

9.

Prioritize disinfecting frequently touched surfaces (e.g., doorknobs,
bathroom facilities, etc.).

If you use equipment, you will need to clean and or sterilize all equipment after
each use, so your plan must include time to clean the equipment and the supplies
necessary to accomplish those cleanings after each service. Such as
1.

Kamisori hair scissors

2.

Kamisori shears

3.

Clipper

4.

Hair comb or brush

Create a cleaning schedule for your business, and make sure your employees
follow the cleaning schedule. Then, document cleanings on that schedule. When
possible, consider removing items or changing processes that are unnecessary (for
example, remove rugs, eliminate waiting rooms, eliminate physical front desk
check-in, etc.).

Part of your plan may also be to ask your staff and clients to formally agree to
follow your cleaning/disinfecting protocols (e.g., you may want them to sign a
form agreeing to washing hands before any services, etc.).

III. Stock up on the supplies you need to keep your salon clean

Make sure you have an adequate supply of cleaning products on hand before you
open. The CDC has a list of WHO approved disinfectants against COVID-19.

Having difficulty finding supplies? Here’s a source many businesses are using.

Another option is to use alternative disinfectants such as (1/3 cup bleach added to
1-gallon water) until you can get an adequate supply. Salon 124 Group has been
doing this. You will also want to consider the supplies your clients may need. For
example, if you require clients to wash their hands before each service begins,
make sure you have adequate hand soap in your bathrooms, and hand sanitizer
(with at least 60% alcohol) throughout your business, in addition to sanitizing
wipes if clients choose to use them.

Stock up on gloves for you and your staff to use while cleaning and disinfecting as
well as personal protective equipment for cleaning. You may also want to invest in
non-touch garbage cans, etc.

IV. Train your staff

You, your staff, and/or your custodial staff will need to be trained on your new
cleaning protocols. It is extremely important that your staff realize the importance
of following these procedures, and what the consequences will be if they do not
follow the cleaning protocols. (it is a good idea to update your employee handbook
with this information as well).
Before opening, walk your staff through all the cleaning protocols, and make sure
you are also considering their safety as well (e.g., by providing adequate personal
protective equipment such as gloves and masks, etc.). Do a dry run for your
cleaning procedures to determine the time you will need for cleaning between
services, so you can adjust your schedule accordingly.

V. Communicate procedures to your clients
In the new normal, we’ll see spas, salons, and wellness businesses market their
cleaning efforts to consumers. Make sure your business is a standout, welcoming
clients—new and old—into a sparkling space that keeps them as safe as possible. It
might not be good, clean fun—but it will be worth it.
Before opening, make sure you communicate your new cleaning protocols with
your clients. Some will be understandably nervous about returning to even their
favorite businesses. You should outline the steps you are taking to clean and
disinfect your facility. Consider: Mobile contacts and Social media

Procedures
A. Maintain Good Personal Hygiene
(a) Avoid touching eyes, mouth and nose.
(b) Maintain hand hygiene, especially before touching mouth, nose or eyes; after
using the toilet; after touching public installations such as handrails or doorknobs
or when hands are contaminated by respiratory secretion after coughing or
sneezing.
ii. Wash hands with liquid soap and water, and rub for at least 20

seconds, then dry with a disposable paper towel. When the hands are cleaned, do
not touch the water tap directly again (for example,
using a paper towel to wrap the faucet before turning it off). If hand washing
facilities are not available, or when hands are not visibly soiled, hand hygiene with
70-80% alcohol-based hand rub as an effective alternative.
(c) Cover your mouth and nose with tissue paper when sneezing or coughing.
Dispose of the soiled tissues into a lidded rubbish bin, then wash hands thoroughly.
Staff should refrain from work if cough or have respiratory

symptoms.
(d) Check body temperature regularly. Those with fever, respiratory
symptoms or sudden loss of taste/smell should wear a surgical mask,
refrain from work, avoid going to crowded places and seek medical advice
promptly.
(e) All should wear a mask as far as feasible. For safety reasons, mask-wearing

is not recommended for I. children below the age of 2 without supervision
ii. people with difficulty breathing
iii. people need assistance to remove the mask.
(f) N95 respirators are generally not recommended for use by the general
the public in community settings as a surgical mask can protect against
COVID-19 which is mainly transmitted by droplet and contact route.
Special training is required for proper wearing and removal of N95
respirator. Otherwise, the infective risk due to inadequate protection and
contamination may be increased.
(g) Staff are advised to stagger their mealtime and adopt social distancing
when having meals.
(h) Build up good body immunity by having a balanced diet, regular exercise
and adequate rest, do not smoke and avoid alcohol consumption.
B. Advice to Clients

(a) Clients should check their temperature before attending the appointment.
Those with fever or respiratory symptoms should cancel their booking.
(b) All clients should perform hand hygiene before entering the premises, and
keep vigilant and maintain good personal hygiene.
(c) All clients need to wear a mask as far as feasible. It is recommended to
defer those procedures when mask cannot be worn adequately during the
procedure.
(d) Take a shower or bath and wash your hair when you return home, and
wash your clothes properly.
C. Advice on Premises Setting
(a) Provide adequate hand hygiene facilities, such as 70 - 80% alcohol-based
and rub at the reception counter. Provide a mask to the client if needed.
(b) Staff should wear a mask and check the client’s body temperature at reception

and deny entry of those with fever.
(c) Staff is advised to note down the procedure-specific information and keep
the record properly.

(d) If the client cannot wear a mask during the procedure, staff should put on eye
protection (goggles, visors or face shield) in addition to nose cover.
(e) Arrange client to designated room or area directly. Prevent physical
contact with other clients as far as feasible.

(f) If the room is not available, keep the client of at least 1.5 meters from each
other or set up a partition to serve as a barrier between clients. The barrier
should be frequently cleaned and disinfected.
(g) Hand washing facilities should be available for staff during and after the
procedure
(h) Instruments need to be cleaned and disinfected correctly after use.
D. Proper Handling on Dispensing Products and Linen
(a) Handle products such as wax, ointments, make-up or creams carefully to
prevent contamination.
(b) Put a sufficient amount of the work into a separate, clean container. Use only
the product from this container on the client. Throw out left-over
product. Do not put it back into the original box or use it on another client.
(c) Replace linen and towels between clients.
E. Maintain Environment Hygiene
(a) Maintain good ventilation
I. Keep windows open as appropriate and where possible to increase
fresh air supply;
ii. Use of fans (e.g. wall, circulating or exhaust fan) in indoor spaces
should be accompanied by means to increase outdoor air changes
(e.g. opening windows or maximizing fresh air intake of air
conditioners) at the same time. Minimize air blowing directly from
one person (or group of people) to another;
iii. Ventilation system should function properly and be regularly maintained.
(b) Keep the environment clean
(c) Regularly clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces such as
furniture, commonly shared items and floor with 1 in 99 diluted household

bleach (mixing 1 part of household bleach containing 5.25% sodium
hypochlorite with 99volume of water), leave for 15 – 30 minutes, and then
rinse with water and wipe dry. For metallic surface, disinfect with 70%
alcohol.
(d) If respiratory secretions contaminate places, vomitus or excreta,
use absorbent disposable towels to wipe them away. Then disinfect the surface and
neighboring areas with 1 in 49 diluted household bleach
(mixing 1 part of household bleach containing 5.25% sodium hypochlorite with 49
volume of water), leave for 15 – 30 minutes and then rinse with water and wipe
dry. For metallic surface, disinfect with 70%
alcohol.
(e) Rubbish should be appropriately wrapped up and discarded into garbage bins
with lids. Empty garbage bins at least once a day.
(f) Special attention to following areas
I. Areas with frequent access by clients (e.g. entrance, waiting rooms,
corridors and reception counter): Clean and wipe at least twice daily.
ii. Frequently touched surfaces (e.g. buttons, handrails, handle,
chairs): Clean and brush at least twice daily and when visibly soiled
iii. Garbage room: Properly clean up rubbish and waste stored in the garbage room
every day. Clean and wipe related facilities at least twice daily.
F. Maintain Toilet Hygiene
(a) Keep toilets clean and dry.

(b) Provide liquid soap and disposable paper towels for hand washing.
(c) Ensure the flushing system of the bathroom, and hands drying machines are in
proper function at all times.
(d) After using the toilet, put the toilet lid down before flushing to avoid spreading
germs.
(e) Ensure the water traps must be filled with water (including U-shaped
water trap, bottled trap or anti-siphon age trap) to prevent foul odor and insects in
the soil pipe from entering the premises. Pour about half a liter of water into each
drain outlet once a week.
(f) Do not alter the drain and pipes without prior authorization.
https://www.chp.gov.hk/files/pdf/make_sure_the_trap_is_not_dry.pdf
III. Cleaning and Disinfection of Environment when a Confirmed
Case of COVID-19 is Encountered

A. Cleaning staff should wear appropriate Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) including:
(a) Surgical mask
(b) Latex gloves
(c) Disposable gown
(d) Eye protection (goggles/face shield) and
(e) Cap (optional)
B. Staff training
(a) Ensure the frontline cleaning staff received training with environmental
disinfection procedures and supervising staff should have read and
familiar with the disinfection guidelines.
C. Enhanced Environmental Disinfection
(a) Disinfect all potentially contaminated surfaces or items by using 1 in 49
diluted household bleach (mixing 1 part of household bleach containing
5.25% sodium hypochlorite with 49 parts of water).
D. If There is Blood, Secretions, Vomitus or Excreta Spillage, Take
Enhanced Measures:
(a) Cleaning staff should wear appropriate personal protective equipment
(PPE) including surgical mask, gloves, disposable gown, eye protection
(goggles/face shield) and cap (optional).
(b) Use forceps to hold the strong absorbent disposable towels to wipe away
the blood, secretions, vomitus or excreta during an initial clean up.
(c) Then put the forceps and used absorbent disposable towels in a garbage
bag carefully without contaminating oneself/the environment.
(d) Disinfect with 1 in 4 diluted household bleach (mixing 1 part of the household

bleach containing 5.25% sodium hypochlorite with four parts of water), wipe
from the outside inward, leave for 10 minutes, rinse with water and wipe
dry afterwards.
(e) After the procedure, but all the wastes and cleaning tools (e.g. forceps,
cloth, mop head) in the garbage bag.
(f) Carefully remove PPE, put them in the garbage bag, and then perform
hand hygiene.
(When hands are not visibly soiled, use 70-80% alcohol-based hand rub.
Wash hands with soap and water when hands are visibly dirty or visible
soiled with blood, body fluid).
(g) Wear a pair of new gloves, seal the waste bag tight and dispose of it properly in
the covered rubbish bin. Then, label the rubbish bin and put it in a scoured place
until collection.
(h) Remove gloves carefully—Wash hands with liquid soap and water.

11. Protect your cash flow

Can you lower payments, delay disbursements or get financial loan to hold onto
some cash? Contact your landlord to reduce rent and research grants or financial
aid to help you get by until you can reopen. Once you’ve got your bills covered,
it’s time to look ahead. While you’re not managing the day-to-day operations of
your salon, use this opportunity to your advantage! Focus on the things that will
give you a leg up when you re-open:
VISIT THE LINK FOR A LOAN REQUEST IN UKhttps://www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-a-coronavirus-bounce-back-loan

12. Sell memberships
Work on making your memberships attractive to buy right now. A salon
membership is something clients can look forward to. How can you entice clients
to purchase a membership for when you reopen? You want to add value to that
membership since clients can’t visit you in person. Here are some things to
consider so clients buy a membership for your salon right now:

1.

Include a promo with a limited-time discounted rate

2.

Offer free merch or a gift basket to show clients you care

3.

Create package deals that combine multiple services at your salon or spa

13. Add Reward program
When your clients can’t come to you, you go to them! Switch to virtual services
and build an online store, featuring workshops and hair clinics. Offer a hair Do
procedures, give a seminar on spring make-up trends, or host a webinar about
aromatherapy. Put your expertise to work and use the registration to up your
revenues. People are looking to ‘de-stress’ and that’s where you come in! Build or
expand your online retail store to address these needs.
1.

Sell items which are best in quality like a kasmori scissors, kasmori shears,
handmade Japanese shears, best Japanese shears, Japanese barbers’ scissors
etc.

2.

You can even put together special packages Itch Mother’s Day!

3.

Offer curbside pickup or home delivery for safe, fast, efficient service

4.

Offer a rewards program, If you don’t have a loyalty rewards program, now’s a
great time to start! Launch your program with promo points to motivate your
clients to start spending money now to reach their rewards. Did you already have a
program in place? Make your incentives even more attractive with bonus draws,
triple the points and faster freebies. Get your clients motivated to invest in your
business to help you get some money.

14. Affiliate relationships with product lines
Make relationships with your suppliers. Arrange to sell their products from your
location, online or with a link to their retail outlet. They can ship directly, saving
you the hassle (and cost) but you make money off the sale, and your clients get the
products they’re looking for. This one will help out now, but it’s also a greatest
money-maker long-term, so it’s a win-win!
Build your social media presence

Use your social media channels to get attention while so many people are home
and online. Start posting regular content, share relevant information, like, follow
and interact with client accounts. Engage your audience with contests, polls,
requests for sharing images and any other ways you can get the conversation
started. By building up your community now, you’ll have a bunch of new,
interested clients you can welcome with open arms when the time comes.

15. Focus on your marketing
Ramp up your marketing to get attention for your online sales now and build up
your community for long-term revenue. Create a marketing plan and be ready to
execute. Include steps like:

1.

Automating your marketing (use email, text or SMS campaigns) to reach more
people and get more bang for your buck

2.

Using social media to increase awareness and target specific markets

3.

Looking back on past marketing efforts to see how you can revamp or reorganize
those efforts to work for your future

4.

Making partnerships with other businesses to share content and reach each other’s
communities

5.

Asking your satisfied customers for testimonials and reviews to boost your online
profile with third-party endorsements

16. Upgrade your website
Take the time (while you have it) to give your website a makeover! Audit your site
to make sure it’s fully functional and up to date. Get busy upping your e-commerce
options, enhancing remote client access, adding widgets, linking to relevant
content, creating a blog. Stand out from your competition with the best website in
town! Your clients will continue to support you, as long as they know how! Stay in
touch, notify them when you have new merchandise or promos, and keep that
connection strong so when they can re-visit you in person, you’ll be their first stop.

17 Go virtual
It may seem strange to offer beauty, spa, and health services online but think
critically about what your clientele needs while they can't see you. If you're

temporarily closed, can you guide them through a bang trim or a men's hair cut?
Advise them on the right products to use between facials?
Stay in touch with your customers. Here are the seven things you need to be
communicating right now. Keep boosting morale on social media, build out a
newsletter with resources, and consider using video to offer 1:1 appointments or
consultations. Offer the advice you’d give in-person, online.

Those businesses that are reopened are using virtual consultations to maximize
productivity. With so few clients allowed into businesses at once, virtual
consultations are a great way to increase revenue. Consider: Mobile contacts and
Social media

Showing support on social media
In recent year’s social media has gone from a new idea to an absolute must for
business owners. In all the business marketing platforms social media has vastly
turned traditional marketing away. Messages are sent to business contacts and
communication is one way

Customers and business owners can directly interact with each other. they ask
questions and work on cultivating a good relationship, thus getting started with
social media can be very oppressing

A. Choose a right platform
Sharing your business content on the right platform is very important to the success
of a business. Contents are shared on social media as there is no shortage of social
media sites on which you can share your business contents.
consider the customers to determine the social media platform you use for your
business. It’s most important that you create accounts on the platforms your target
audience uses, so they can easily connect with you. Go on research to determine
what platforms that has numerous customers. Platforms that best fit your business
should be chosen
B. Create a Calendar
Scrambling to create posts at the closing minute can lead to low-quality content. A
lack of business enterprise can lead to repeated posts or a lull in your presence on
one of your channels. Creating social media content fabric calendars can useful
resource keep away from those error and lead to greater exquisite posts. Content
calendars in addition assist you create wishes and strategies for meeting them, and
music your improvement closer to them.
To make a content material cloth calendar, use a normal calendar for every social
media channel and plan out your posts in advance, complete with hashtags, links,
snap photographs and distinctive content.

C. Encourage Engagement
Social media should, of course, be social. That doesn’t definitely follow to these
who use the websites for fun. Businesses favor to be interactive, too. In order to
take gain of social capability, you decide on to encourage interaction.
Post content material that people desire to read, ask questions and like, repost and
remark on other users’ posts. Doing research on your audience can resource you
decide out what they might also like.
D. Don’t Over-Promote
One entices that organizations often fall into is treating social media too lots like
daily advertising. You don’t opt for to blatantly promote your self in each and each
and every post. You favor to create content fabric that people will truly ride and
select to see.
Promoting your self is adequate each once in a while. Some entrepreneurs go by
means of using capability of the one-in-seven rule, which says that for each and
every and everyone barring
delay promotional post, six others want to be
content-based. In these other six posts, you ought to share articles, assertion on
present day occasions or ask a question. You don’t have to completely keep away
from bringing up your employer in these posts; truly be cautious now not to
promote too hard.

E. Share Video
Visual content fabric cloth works excellent on social media. Video content,
especially, is top notch for grabbing people’s interest as properly as conveying
your persona and ardor to your customers.

Visual content cloth stands out as human beings scroll via their social feeds, so
they’re extended in all possibility to view it and interact with it. It additionally let’s
in you to say larger than you may also prefer to in an ordinary post without taking
up a lot room. Create interesting, narrative-driven video in order to get the firstclass reaction.
F. Address Problems Quickly

Hopefully you get preserve of on the whole amazing remarks on social media.
Occasionally you can additionally moreover come upon any man or lady who is
upset, argumentative or has some component horrible to say about your company.
You should cautiously display screen mentions of your manufacturer on social
channels, so you can capture troubles previously than they escalate. If you spot a
problem, engage with the personality thru publicly apologizing if quintessential
and providing to clear up the bother over a direct message exchange. This way,
human beings who see the publish understand you had been responsive then again
don’t have to see all the specifics of the issue.
G. Build a Community
Instead of attempting to get as many followers as possible, focal factor on
discovering customers who are interested, loyal and engaged. These humans are
larger per chance to repost your content, like your posts and come to be customers.
When you construct a nearby spherical your brand, the human beings inside that
regional will have interplay with every awesome and help to promote your content.
You ought to even strive accomplishing out to rather influential social media
clients and asking them to help you with the aid of reviewing a product or bringing
up you in a post.
H. Provide Value

Perhaps the most vital element you can do on social media is grant rate to your
followers. Create some problem that your purpose market will find useful. It might
also want to be something that tells them some thing they didn’t understand before,
makes them laugh, entertains them or some difficulty else that’s advocated in some
way.
This problem of social media is what attracts the gorgeous clients to your business,
makes human beings opt for to have a seem to be at you on social web sites and
helps content cloth to spread. Master this, and you’ll be a massive step nearer to a
profitable social media advertising and advertising and marketing campaign.
With almost three billion energetic users, social media is a doable goldmine of new
customers and present-day customers who ought to emerge as repeat customers.
Create a perfect social campaign, and you’ll be in a role to connect with some of
these human beings and grow your client base.

WhatsApp
WhatsApp is an exceedingly stunning platform for companies either big or small.
WhatsApp customers are also specifically engaged with billions of messages
dispatched in a day. it is now not lovely that some marketers hit upon success with

.

WhatsApp Of course, WhatsApp is a messaging app, so it is no longer exactly like
Facebook and Instagram and not be dealt with in the equal way. And it is no longer
precisely like these social networks, because users, in general, use it to chat and not
to share content, even though presently the states have been added.
On the different hand, it is critical to assume about that this platform is greater
famous in some global places than in others, which will without lengthen affect the
success of any business on the platform. Therefore, the capability of corporations
to profit from the use of WhatsApp Business is in all likelihood to be based, in
part, on the popularity of the software program in a sure country.
Although the industrial use of messaging structures in the America and Europe is
no longer as stable as Asia, due to its measurement and Facebook support,
WhatsApp is a platform where companies can begin experimenting with
WhatsApp messaging and business. Many agencies have migrated verbal alternate
with their customers from a landline to a WhatsApp contact. This is why the

software program made the choice to launch WhatsApp Business, as an outcome
facilitating dialog between organizations and their customers.
More than 80% of small organizations in Brazil and India use WhatsApp to talk
with their customers and develop their businesses, in accordance to studies. To be
clear, the application is now not directed at people, on the other hand as a
substitute at companies, as these are the most successful, in accordance to surveys,
in using the utility to discuss with their customers. WhatsApp Business allows
companies to set up dependable conversation channels with their clients.
Also, having a WhatsApp business account is synonymous with security, due to
the reality it eliminates all possibilities for criminals to fraudulently pose as
companies to defraud users. Companies can now create WhatsApp Business
profiles that encompass information such as a description of their company, email,
true internet website and contact details.

Once businesses have a confirmed profile, they will have got admission to a
sequence of equipment that encompass speedy solutions to the most usually
requested questions they receive. They can additionally create customized
welcome messages, etc.
What is WhatsApp Business?
As stated in the introduction, WhatsApp launched a separate app from the one
we're used to, designed for small organizations to use to be a part of greater except
subject with customers. For those who use an industrial and private number, the
WhatsApp Business and WhatsApp Messenger purposes can be used on the equal
device and registered with one of a kind number. On the specific hand, WhatsApp
Business is moreover like minded with WhatsApp Web, best for these who use the
software program from their laptop systems or laptops.

Business accounts will be sincerely displayed as such. WhatsApp says that over
time, agencies that have demonstrated that their account's cellular telephone
number matches that of their business enterprise will get hold of an affirmation
badge on their profile.

How to create a profile for your hair salon business.
Step 1: Search for “WhatsApp Business” and download the utility from the
Google Play Store
As easy as it says, go to the search engine of your Google Play Store and put
WhatsApp Business. Possibly it will appear in the first place.
Click on the title and then on the "Install" button
Step 2: Read and get hold of the phrases and conditions

The terms and conditions of WhatsApp Business are similar to these of day-to-day
WhatsApp

Step 3: Register in WhatsApp Business with a number that is no longer linked to
any one-of-a-kind WhatsApp account and enter salon enterprise information

If your variety is linked to a WhatsApp account, you can select out to again up that
data, forgo that range for personal use, and have it for a business account.
Users ought to enter the familiar name of their Hair salon
Step 4: Start interacting with customers and show activity
WhatsApp had cited that users ought to add the employer description, e-mail or
save addresses, and website information. This characteristic is on hand in industrial
configuration.
What advantages does it offer for the salon business?
With facets like organization verbal trade for small businesses, WhatsApp has
moreover planned to get some business enterprise debts (i.e. big brands) over time.
This will be very honestly useful for small business agency outlets to discuss with
their customers in a most effective way. More than 80% of small business retailers
have communicated with their consumers and are developing their agencies with
the trendy WhatsApp app, according to analyze about via means of Morning
Consult.
Furthermore, 84% of small and medium-sized businesses assume that WhatsApp
helps them speak with customers. and in India, approximately 80% of small and

medium-sized companies consider that the WhatsApp industrial application, in its
2020 version, will improve the growth of your company.
However, the WhatsApp commercial enterprise utility has same aspects to the real
WhatsApp, such as the presentation of the chat, the options, the descriptions, etc.
The commercial enterprise app permits companies to set private for their profile
picture, information, and reputation by means of letting them block any of their
customers / contacts and can additionally allow read receipts. The consumer can
moreover share their stay location with their contacts just like the original
WhatsApp.

Facebook
You can go virtual with your customers on Facebook by the following procedures

1.Know your audience very well
The audience must be known with great precision, for which both demographic
aspect and psychographic aspects. In-depth knowledge of the audience will ensure
healthy growth in the number of fans for your Facebook page.
2 Personalize your Facebook profile consistent with online channels.
Customize your salon profile so that it looks professional and is consistent with
the organization's website and other social networks: Include a professional and
persuasive banner. Select a good photo of the profile, if it is the logo, verify that
when it is reduced in size, it will be understood. Create a good account description
using keywords that best describe your salon business
3. Create valuable content on your Facebook page
To create value-added content for your customers, it is necessary to know them
very well, in order to identify the type of content of their interest. It is important to
incorporate the content in different formats: photographs, infographics, videos and
multimedia material.
Verbatim copying of articles from the salon website to the Facebook page should
be avoided for the following material. Google will consider this practice as
duplicate content, which has a negative effect on search engine positioning. The
communication tone of your salon website and Facebook page should be different.
The website has an institutional tone and the tone of the Facebook page should be
closer and warmer. To expand this, you can review an earlier article called: The
communication tones of companies on social networks, the blog and the website
must be different.

4. Facebook Live program of interest to your customers
Schedule online video sessions with the Facebook Live tool with content of
interest to your audience. Use Facebook Live to: Conduct regular interviews with
characters, Cover events of interest to your audience in real time. Some tips to get
more out of your emissions are: Notify your clients of the broadcast, moments
before it is broadcast. Ask your clients to subscribe to your broadcasts. Create an
engaging description of your video content before launching the stream.
Guarantees good internet access when launching the transmission. Appreciate
clients who comment on your broadcast. Get creative and surprise clients on
broadcasts.
5. Respond to comments and encourage the participation of your Facebook
community
The Community Manager must be attentive to respond in a timely manner to any
concern or comment made on the Facebook page. It is also important to ask
questions to encourage community participation. When participation is achieved,
it is said that engagement has been achieved on the Facebook page.
When comments on the Facebook page are not responded to or are not published
periodically, it can impede the growth of the community and become a negative
element for the reputation of the company.

6. Use Twitter to promote your Facebook page

Twitter has a great capacity to spread content, that is why it should be used to
spread Facebook posts. Propagation must be done manually to ensure promotion
tweets are 140 characters long.
Other ways to promote your Facebook page on Twitter are:
1.

Add the address in the description (bio) so that all your Twitter followers
know that you have a Facebook page.

2.

Add the address of the Facebook page to the custom Twitter banner.

7. Use your website to promote your Facebook page
You must integrate your salon website with the Facebook page. This integration
can be in two ways: Publication of the latest posts and comments on the Facebook
page on your website.

8. Use Facebook advertising to grow your customers
Facebook advertising is a very effective strategy to grow the number of fans on
your page, since it allows you to segment the users who will be shown by age,
location, studies, topics of interest, etc. Some studies show that it is the most
important way to grow communities on Facebook pages.
Although it is a quick and easy method of getting fans for your Facebook page,
you must bear in mind that you need to invest money to achieve it.
9. Have contests and activations on your Facebook page
Create contests that are specially designed for your audience. To be successful in
contests keep in mind: The tool to administer the contest must be mature to avoid
fraud. The award should be of interest to the audience. The rules and conditions of
use must be very clear from the beginning. The Facebook rules for preparing
contests must be followed.

10. Promote your Facebook page using e-mail
It is a recommended practice to add the address of your Facebook page in your
email signature, which will allow you to promote your Facebook page and
therefore increase its visibility. If you already have a database with permission to
send emails, a campaign must be created to communicate the existence of your
Facebook page.

11. Promote your Facebook page in the offline world: You must advertise your
Facebook page in all offline promotion channels

Instagram
More than 25 million businesses round the world are already the utilization of
Instagram for business, and higher than 200 million clients go to the profile of at
least one commercial company each day.

As Facebook focuses on connecting human beings with content material from
family and friends, Instagram has emerged as "the new domestic for brands." On
the platform, engagement stages are high, followers are loyal, and true employer
goals can achieve. Here's what you favor to apprehend about how to use Instagram
for corporation - whether or not you are definitely beginning out or need to refine
your present strategy.

Step 1: Open an Instagram account for your salon

If you already have a non-public Instagram account with content material great for
your salon and a sturdy follower base, one option is to convert it to an Instagram
account for business. This offers you get entry to all industrial organization
features and makes the transition herbal for your present-day followers.
Also, you can select to open a new commercial enterprise account. This is the right
desire if you do now not have a private account however or if your private account
does now not symbolize your business.

How to open an agency Instagram account from scratch

1.

Download the Instagram app for iOS, Android, or Windows.

2.

Open the app and click on Register.

3.

Enter your e-mail address and click on Next. If you decide on to join your
employer account to your Facebook organization page, be positive to use an
administrator e mail tackle to signal up or click on Sign in with Facebook.

4.

Choose your salon name and password and fill in your profile information.
(We'll get into how to optimize your Instagram profile records for business
corporation later in this post.)

5.

Select Finish.

Done, now you have a private Instagram account that is geared up to emerge as an
organization account. Continue the manner with the following steps.

How to convert your personal account to an Instagram account for companies
1.

Log in to your private account interior the app.

2.

Click on the profile icon to enter your profile.

3.

Tap the three-line icon at the pinnacle desirable of the screen, then click
Settings.

4.

Click Change to company profile and then Continue.

(Optional) If you want to join your Instagram enterprise account to your Facebook
agency profile, comply with the prompts to do so. Add your contact information:
Your Instagram employer account ought to encompass an email, a telephone
number, or a bodily address (or all of the above).

Step 2: Create a prevailing Instagram business company strategy

Define your aim audience

Before finding out on the kind of content you are going to submit on Instagram,
you need to count on about the audience that is going to see it.
The good-sized majority of Instagram customers are beneath the age of 35, with an
incredibly slender divide between male and woman users. The United Kingdom
has the very best vary of Instagram users, carefully accompanied through using
India, Brazil, and Indonesia. This data is splendid to begin with, but you need to go
beyond these not unusual Instagram demographics to define a unique intention
target audience for your brand.

Since the system of defining your aim audience is one of the most crucial parts of
your marketing strategy for any advertising tool, we have created a step-by-step
information that explains all the details. Here is the summary version:

Determine who are the human beings who already purchase your brand:
Review the analytical information from your other social channels to meet the
human beings who already examine you there.
Make a deep investigation of your salon competitors and Create a rate
assertion for your brand

Once you apprehend who your target market is, think about what kind of content
material they would like to see. What variety of content do they publish on their
profiles? How do they have interaction with your opponents or same brands?
Set goals and objectives
Knowing what you pick to reap the utilization of Instagram for enterprise is the
first step in growing an excessive first-rate Instagram strategy. Understanding your
desires continues you on the ideal music and approves you to direct all your efforts
to attain authentic corporation goals.

The high-quality wishes are:
1.

Specific

2.

Measurable

3.

Achievable

4.

Relevant

5.

Timely

As you assemble your Instagram presence, it is adequate to have goals chiefly
primarily based on conceitedness metrics like likes, vary of human beings
following you, or comments. However, make certain you have goals that relate to
proper business goals. Which leads us to ...Focus on the right universal
performance metrics

The particular metrics you will want to track will be great for each company. But
generally speaking, you will desire to center of attention on metrics related to the
sales funnel. This attainable that your dreams ought to align with one of the 4 tiers
of the patron experience:
Perception: Includes metrics such as company awareness, follower make bigger
rate, and amplification rate.
Interaction: Includes metrics such as company perception, follower growth rate,
and after reach. It consists of metrics such as engagement fee (based on "likes")
and amplification charge (based on shared content).
Conversion: In addition to the conversion rate, this includes metrics like clickthrough fee and bounce rate. If you are the usage of paid ads, conversion metrics
additionally encompass value per click and CPM (cost per thousand impressions).
Customer: These metrics are based totally absolutely on patron actions, such as
testimonials.
Commit to a normal posting schedule.
Once you begin establishing an Instagram fan base, your followers will prefer to
see your posts regularly. Your motive should be to keep them conscious of your
organization and promote interactions with your content, except falling into
overwhelming them to the point that they disconnect or, worse, provide up
following you.
There is no best time to put up that fits all companies. Hoot suite and Unmetric
analyzed 200,000 Instagram posts across eleven exceptional industries and
determined that the terrific time to put up to Instagram varies notably relying on
the industry.

In addition to evaluating your account with different main manufacturers in your
industry, you will have to do some assessments to decide what are the hours that
appear to lead to the best ranges of interaction for your publications (we will tell
you about this later). The key factor is understanding when your goal target
audience is online. Remember, they can also no longer be in your equal time zone.
Instagram Insights suggests you the authentic 2d your followers are online,
damaged down with the useful resource of day. To get entry to this information, go
to your Instagram corporation account profile, click on the three-bar icon in the
pinnacle right corner, and then in the Statistics section. Click on the Audience tab
and scroll down to evaluate the situations when your target market is most active.
Once you decide the extraordinary time to post, create a content material fabric
calendar so you can graph and agenda your content material in make stronger in
Instagram.

Step 3: Optimize your profile
When developing your commercial enterprise agency account on Instagram, you
entered some main facts about your profile. Now, it is time to optimize your profile
to attain the pleasant results.
Improve your biography
Your Instagram biography solely has one hundred fifty characters; however, it
needs to fulfill a super necessary task. Your bio tells people who are seeing you for
the first time who you are, what your company is about, and why they have to be
interested.
But how can you consist of so a lot of records in such a small space, and at the
equal time transmit your brand's personality? We have a whole guide on how to
create a high-quality biography for business corporation profiles. These are some
of the hints that you can locate in this guide.

Use the voice of your hair salon: transmit your personality. Use a casual, specialist
or even a little daring tone, relying on what makes feel for your business. Include
hashtags - Your target market can click on your bio hashtags, and these are an
extremely good way to show content material generated with the aid of using the
same users. Test with emoji: These little symbols can aid you bring a lot of records
in a single character. Use areas and line breaks: areas make your biography less
complicated to read.
Optimize your profile picture
For most businesses, the extraordinary profile image is some mannequin of their
logo. Use the equal photo you use on your unique social profiles to help people
pick out your hair salon.
Your profile image is displayed at one hundred ten x one hundred ten pixels but is
saved at 320 x 320 pixels. This potential that it is a suitable thinking to add an
image of at least 320 rectangular pixels. In this way, you will be organized in case
Instagram modifications the way profile snap photographs are displayed. Your
profile picture will be cropped in a circle in the app, so make certain your brand is
absolutely viewed in this format. Make tremendous your profile is complete Use
all the elements of your Instagram account for groups and take advantage of all its
advantages.

Name and username of salon: These are the totally components of your
Instagram profile that are included in Instagram search, so use them wisely.
Include your actual business name, as proper as any editions (such as a common
abbreviation). When you use the equal username (or alias) on all social media, this
makes it much less complex for followers to come across you.

Website of salon - This is the totally neighborhood on Instagram where you can
post a natural link the region human beings can click, so be advantageous to

include one! Add a link to your website, the ultra-modern weblog post, a modern
campaign, or an awesome Instagram domestic page.
Step 4: Share fantastic content fabric on your commercial corporation
Instagram account

Create a seen aesthetic for your salon name
Instagram is a surprisingly seen platform, so it is integral to have a recognizable
visible identity. First, think about what you would like to exhibit in your posts. In
some cases, the content material fabric will be obvious: a style line will display
your hair. If what you provide is a service, strive displaying the testimonies of your
customers (you can collect them through a corporation hashtag). Also, you can do
a behind-the-scenes seem to be to spotlight each day life in your workplace or
introduce your fans to the humans who make your business enterprise work. Once
you have acquired decided on the theme for your content, use a normal visual. In
exclusive words, use uniform hues and filters and, in general, a visible aesthetic
that your followers can except extend apprehend whilst reviewing their feed on.
Take outstanding photos for your corporation Instagram account. To make your
Instagram profile work for your salon, you have to upload top notch photos.
However, you do not desire a professional photographer or loads equipment to do
it. Your smartphone is your exceptional buddy when it comes to taking snap shots
for Instagram, in view that you can submit besides lengthen from your device.
Here are some recommendations to get the fine pix with your phone:
Use natural light. No one appears exact with a flash that highlights the greasiest
factors of the face and casts strange shadows on the nostril and chin. The identical
goes for product shots. Natural mild makes shadows smoother, colorations richer,
and pictures greater captivating to the eye. Avoid challenging light. The afternoon
mild is the quality for taking pictures. If you choose to take photos at noon, try to
do it on cloudy days and preserve away from sunny days.

Use the rule of thirds. Your phone's digicam has a built-in grid to assist you
implement this rule. Position the situation of your image at the factor the area the
grid strains meet to create a fascinating image that is now no longer located
alternatively stays balanced. Try extraordinary angles. Squat down, stand in a
chair, do what it takes to get the most fascinating model of your shot (as lengthy as
it is impenetrable to do so, of course).
Tell top notch reminiscences with Instagram Stories
More than four hundred million human beings use Instagram Stories every day,
and 39 shares of respondents say they've developed to be extra fascinated in an
agency or product after seeing their Stories. In fact, a 1/3 of the most viewed
Instagram Stories are posted with the resource of businesses. Content that
disappears after 24 hours and continue to be streams make Instagram Stories the
perfect place to take risks.
Write captivating descriptions
Instagram can also be a visual platform, then again this does no longer suggest that
the descriptions of your posts are no longer as important. Descriptions enable you
to inform stories that make your posts meaningful. With them, you can make your
followers end for a second to think, you can make them snort and you can create a
connection with your salon. To create beautiful descriptions, you need to increase a
clear voice for your brand. The most critical aspect is to be consistent. Do you use
emoji in your texts? Does your enterprise observe positive grammatical guidelines?
What hashtags do you use? A top hair fashion information will assist you retain
your descriptions one of a kind and in line with your brand.

Step 5: Captivate and grow your audience
Follow and engage with applicable Instagram

All social media is about developing a feel of community. A relevant community
for your company already exists on Instagram, you just have to discover it. One
way to do this is via potential of interacting with the people and brands that already
follow. Start via way of monitoring your industry hashtags and commenting on
terrific Instagram posts. Follow the human beings who take phase in these
discussions. This is an easy way to make humans who may additionally be
involved in your employer word your presence. As you end up extra involved with
communities on Instagram, you will start to have a thinking of the hashtags that
encourage the absolute fine response levels.

Use the right hashtags
Hashtags assist make your Instagram content fabric less difficult to find.
Descriptions on Instagram are no longer searchable, on the other hand hashtags
are. When any individual clicks or searches for a hashtag, they see all the content
material related with that term. This is an exquisite way to show off your content
material to humans who do not look at you yet. Maybe you decide upon to suppose
about developing your personal corporation hashtag. A brand hashtag represents
your enterprise and motivates your followers to share photos that match that image.

Bonus: Download our statistics to gaining information of Instagram. With five
hundred million monthly energetic users, Instagram is full of probabilities for
companies of all sizes. Thus, respond to remarks and mentions
Work with influencers: Influencer advertising is an effective way to get

admission to a dedicated and loyal fan base via working with an influencer whose

followers can also be concerned in your brand. Even small businesses with
restricted budgets can take reap of influencer advertising and marketing through
potential of working with a micro-influencer - human beings with fewer followers,
on the other hand very loyal
Promote your account on other channels: If you already have a robust follower
base on other social media, let these human beings recognize about your enterprise
Instagram account. Be positive to inform them what shape of content material cloth
you're going to share on your Instagram profile, so they know why it is really
worth following you on different channels. Try inserting Instagram posts
immediately into your blog to exhibit your fantastic content. Thus, it is very
reachable for your web publication readers to follow you on Instagram.
Step 6: Measure your success from your Instagram corporation account and
make adjustments

Track your consequences with assessment tools
Once you have started the use of Instagram to promote your business, you need to
continually assessment your consequences to examine your development with your
business goals. It is essential to tune the outcomes of the publications, commercials
and tales individually, as top as your Instagram account for agencies in general.
There are many numbers to preserve an eye on, however there are additionally
many comparison equipment to help you hold the whole element in order. Use A /
B assessments to discover out what is working for you (and what is not)

LinkedIn
In conventional terms, the most popular social networks among customers in a
majority of sectors are Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. This is so
notwithstanding the fact that in every business or organization we pursue very oneof-a-kind objectives. In addition, we usually see many specialists in managing
profiles and campaigns on these platforms, however what about LinkedIn and all
its business tools?

Often, we do no longer see LinkedIn in the “short list” of crucial ability to supply
visibility to a manufacturer on the Internet (whether personal or

company). However, it is high-quality surroundings for networking and
establishing strong business relationships. If, like us, you care about knowing more
about how to use LinkedIn for business, read on to discover out why this is such an
effective channel and what first-rate practices you put in place.
Why is LinkedIn the quality channel for business?
This is the expert social network par excellence, given that it has no region for
memes and jokes, or private stories. It is a social network designed to increase our
expert profiles, however additionally to network and establish commercial
enterprise relationships of specific kinds; towards a mass target audience (B2C) or
between groups (B2B).
Although many people partner it with job search, LinkedIn truly has an essential
function in the world of enterprise and commercial enterprise transactions because
it affords the possibility of. Boost Personal Brand and, with it, do commercial
enterprise thru hints and what is known as an "All-Star" profile. Acquire new
abilities by means of studying with the paid publications of
your Learning platform.
Having a best channel to follow the benefits of Employer Branding, so that it is
the personnel or group participants who advise the brand. Carry out a segmented
and 100% effective Talent Hunt through the CVs of authorities with journey in a
positive sector. Disseminate applicable and applicable content material for
attainable collaborators, suppliers, employees or clients thanks to corporations
and LinkedIn Pulse.
How to use LinkedIn to boost your business?
When you suppose about how to use LinkedIn to do business, there are two
foremost areas to consider. On the one hand, it can be used to get customers,
specifically if the enterprise is targeting B2B. On the other hand, it is a house in
which to strengthen networking strategies and toughen profitable expert ties for all
parties. In any case, and to enhance your commercial enterprise on LinkedIn below

both of these two aspects, there are a quantity of practices that you hold in
mind. Below we will tell you.
Optimize your profile
The LinkedIn algorithm shows consequences based totally on sure factors that its
rankings and values from professional profiles. In that sense, we ought to say that
it intently resembles the operation of the Google algorithm. What you want to
know about LinkedIn when determining which profiles to show first is that. It
offers priority to the whole profiles earlier than these that do not have enough data
and, therefore, to these that are of the “All-Star” or stellar type. It suggests the
profiles that are in the circles of the search first, going from the closest contacts to
the furthest.

It takes into account the connections and groups in frequent that exist between the
profiles, due to the fact there are greater chances to leave first in a search carried
out by a first-level contact with related interests. Therefore, finishing your user
profile, together with a foremost header photo and a distinguished profile image, is
something very important to consider. Think that, in addition, most users take this
into account. So, to go a step further you have to consist of plenty extra additional
information.
Professional holder. In short, this headline has to summarize the description of the
expert profile (not at the employer level, but as an individual). This keyword has to
be protected many times all through the profile facts in order to favor being found.
Present role and learn about center. Whether you have projects or now not at
present, to have an entire profile, you must have this part stuffed in (if necessary,
as an active person looking for a job or new businesses). Profile URL. It is
important to customize the URL of your profile in "edit my public profile"> "edit
URL" so that you can use it in a fascinating and recognizable way in different
media, such as your electronic mail signature or paper CV.

Descriptive paragraph. This is the short textual content without delay after the
principal profile data, in which the professional profile is widely defined, and
multimedia content material can be brought as a portfolio.
Work experience. Each consumer decides how a lot of statistics they provide
regarding their work history for any individual else or for projects, but in any case,
the experiences included have to be true, outline dates and elevate a description
(however short it is).
Studies say, it’s no longer crucial to furnish the whole scholar journey, however at
least those most relevant coaching experiences oriented to the region in which it is
presently operating.
Skills and validations. This part is fascinating to highlight the strongest expert
points. In addition, the first level contacts are the ones who validate them primarily
based on joint experience.
Recommendations. It is of excellent significance on LinkedIn to be each
recommended and encouraged to others, on the grounds that it is a sign of having
some consideration for professional relationships and networking.
Achievements. Certifications, titles, publications, etc. are proven here. Everything
that is amazing for future projects.
Interests. This section refers to the activity groups to which you belong on
LinkedIn, in reality very beneficial if you want to do business, a subject that we
will speak about in more detail.

Expand your community of customers
For the LinkedIn algorithm, the network of contacts is essential, however also for
the operation of the platform itself, on the grounds that it is the way to reach a

positive audience and open doorways to new businesses. Depending on the level of
connection you have with contacts (first, 2nd or third level), greater or less huge
will be the group of humans you can reach no longer only with your profile, but
also with your updates.
The first degree is the narrowest circle made up of direct contacts. Those that a
consumer adds at once to their profile on their own initiative, or with the aid of
receiving a request.
In the 2nd degree we have the contacts of the direct contacts. At this stage you can
nevertheless establish a relationship, given that your publications will also show up
on the timeline of these users.
In the third degree we have those who are associated to those in the second. It is
the widest, but with it we have no other more direct form of contact (although it is
indirect).
Apart from these three levels, there are additionally team contacts, which are these
with whom we share the equal hobby groups. When thinking about how to use
LinkedIn to do business, the higher the best of first-degree contacts, the better the
high-quality of 2nd and 1/3 level contacts.

Follow corporations strategically
As we have considered in the preceding graph, some other thing that LinkedIn
values is group contacts, thru which it is additionally possible to increase the
network of contacts and opportunities to do new business
Get and make recommendations
One of the most treasured practices when completing your profile is,
precisely, getting recommendations from bosses, coworkers or purchasers with

whom you have worked. It is uncommon the occasion in which a suggestion is
acquired on its very own initiative from the endorsed one, so there is no doubt in
asking for it from these humans with whom you trust. In addition, do no longer
forget about that you additionally leave your personal guidelines to those contacts
with whom you work or have worked to, thereby, enhance networking and
business relationships.
Create a web page and / or business group
We are speaking about how to use LinkedIn to do business, so having a business
enterprise web page is basic. On the one hand, it serves as the nerve center of all
those marketers associated to the business; suppliers, employees, customers,
partners, etc.
On the different hand, it is the satisfactory way to separate private publications
from these that situation the company. In addition, via these kinds of pages it is
possible to create brand ads on LinkedIn Ads, with which you will attain a wider
target market and take advantage of all the choices that we will talk about later.

Publish salon content with LinkedIn Pulse
You can post content to your blog and then share it directly to your LinkedIn
profile; however, we have every other way to get extra visibility with our featured
posts. To do this, you will have to set off the content sharing mode with LinkedIn
Pulse, setting your profile in English. From then on, your posts will have a larger
and more visible reach. Think that LinkedIn is a network of a labor nature, so there
is no area in it for certain casual content material that ought to work nicely in
others. Therefore, the best is to share practical statistics and recommendation
associated to your own expert experience.

Conclusive information on LinkedIn for business
Using LinkedIn to do enterprise effectively can be summed up by using having a
whole profile, a vast and first-rate circle of contacts, as nicely as sharing applicable
content material for the sector. In addition, in this article we have considered the
special tools that this social network gives us to acquire new knowledge, as
properly as to increase the visibility of our publications with LinkedIn Pulse and
LinkedIn Ads.
As popular picks to the latter, we have Instagram and Twitter Ads, in which we
find more sorts of segmentation and type of campaigns, however which can be
infectious or extra high priced to attain sure audiences. With this article on
LinkedIn for business, we hope to have furnished you with new data that perhaps
you would now not have taken into account yet, which is why many experts go
away the expert community par excellence relegated to oblivion

Pinterest
People use Pinterest to shop, 84% of weekly clients use Pinterest to aid decide
what to buy. According to Pinterest, 55% of Pinners are mainly looking for
products. And 83% of weekly users have made a buy primarily based totally on
content they see from manufacturers on Pinterest.
Pins increase enterprise exposure; Pinners like to find out new products. In
fact, 75% of Pinterest users say they’re “very interested” in new products, in
contrast with 55% on different digital channels. And it works. Some 77% of
weekly users regularly discover new manufacturers and products on Pinterest.
Pinterest inspires people, People use Pinterest to search for thoughts and layout for
different events. Some 95% of contributors say Pinterest inspires them, and 91%
say Pinterest helps them reap their goals. On Pinterest, your producer can be
greater than virtually a brand. Be a source of notion or play a more considerable
feature for your clients in their daily lives.
Pinner: LinkedIn has members, Instagram has ‘grammars, and Pinterest has
Pinners. “Pinner” is the branded time length for a man or woman who makes use
of Pinterest.

Pins: A pin is the most essential type of put up published on Pinterest. Pins
embody a photograph or video, text, and can link again to an authentic source.
Re-Pins: A Re-Pin occurs when absolutely everyone pins a post, they didn’t create
to one of their boards.
Promoted Pins: Promoted pins are normal pins that agencies have paid to
promote. These pins appear in the home feed and search consequences and consist
of a “Promoted” label. Promoted video pins, carousel, and app pins are also
available. Learn greater about Pinterest advert options.
Rich Pins: Rich Pins supply higher facts on the pin, from charge data to deploy
buttons. They are on hand in four formats: Product Pins, Recipe Pins, Article Pins,
and App Pins.
Shop the Look Pins: With Shop the Look pins, agencies can add product tags to
their creative. This makes it possible for Pinners to save the appear to be by way of
tapping on the pin’s white dots. As of late 2019, Shop the Look ads are then again
being rolled out at some point of the platform.
Boards: Pinterest boards are like a digital analog for mood boards. They are used
to crew pins around a sure theme or topic. For example, you may create a board to
a product launch, or for seasonal content.

Group Boards: Group boards are the identical as boards, except extra than one
man or girl can add content. Most crew boards—98%, in fact— have a good deal
much less than 5 members.

Secret Boards: A secret board can only be considered by way of way of its creator
and invited collaborators. When you create one, you’ll see a lock image beside the
board name. These are beneficial for planning you don’t wish made public.
Protected Boards: Protected boards residence promoted pins and are totally on
hand to advertisers. Pins on these boards can be considered at some stage in
Pinterest, then again, the boards do not exhibit on profile pages.
Save Button: The shop button is a Pinterest browser plugin for Chrome, Firefox,
or Microsoft Edge. You can install it on your website so that Pinners can save your
products to their Pinterest boards.
Audience Insights: Pinterest enterprise payments have got admission to analytics
with the aid of Audience Insights. Learn more about how to use the platform, and
what metrics you ought to be tracking.

Pinterest Lens: Available on Android and Apple devices, Pinterest Lens is a
digital camera gadget that lets customers take an image or find out associated
content fabric on the site.
Pin codes: Pin codes as if fact be informed QR codes, or Pinterest’s version
of Snap codes. These can be scanned digitally, or on programs and displays, and
hyperlink decrease lower back to your board of profile.
How to set up a Pinterest business corporation account
There are three methods to create a Pinterest organization account. You can add an
enterprise profile to your non-public account, convert your personal account, or
create a new industrial employer account. We’ll exhibit you how to begin from
scratch, in view that many of the steps that observe are the same.
1. Go to pinterest.com/business/create.
If you have a private account, you’ll choose to log out first. Enter your e mail and a
new password, then click Create Account.
2. After determining on your language and location, add your enterprise name.
Then pick out the description that high-quality suits what your enterprise does and
add a hyperlink to your website.
3. Connect your Instagram, YouTube, and/or Etsy accounts.
Doing so ensures pins from these websites will be attributed to your business. Plus,
you’ll also be capable to tune associated analytics.
4. Let Pinterest recognize if your layout to run advertisements on the platform.
You can additionally choose out to furnish contact data for a rep to get in touch.

5. Edit your profile.
To get there from the industrial organization hub dashboard, click on the pencil
icon beside your name. You may additionally also want to alternate your profile
name, seeing that it robotically pulls from the e mail you use.
Add a profile image that represents your brand. Dimensions need to be one
hundred sixty 5 x one hundred sixty-five pixels. When you fill in the about section,
strive to encompass a few keywords. Click Done to save.
6. Click Claim in the left-hand menu to declare your website.
This will allow you to tune net web site analytics. Also, any pins that hyperlink
decrease returned to a claimed account consist of your profile picture and examine
button. That workable greater visibility, and doubtlessly more follows.
7. Create a Pinterest Board.
From you profile, click on the plus sign over Create a Board. Add a descriptive
title. After that, hit upon the board on your profile and click on the pencil icon.
• Add a description that consists of keywords.
• Choose a classification for your board. This helps with SEO.
• Upload a becoming cowl photo.
8. Create your first Pin.
• From your dashboard, click on
• the plus signal in the higher right corner.
• Add a title and description. Be high quality to consist of keywords and
associated hashtags.
• Include a vacation spot link. Test to make positive it works, and make sure it
corresponds to the pin’s content.

• Upload an image or video. You can crop, trip, and add emblems and textual
content in the Pin editor. Make sure you use an excessive satisfactory
file. Find the specs here.
• Hit Publish and choose the board you choose to add it to.
Pro tip: Consider installing the Pinterest retailer button. It helps to without concern
populate your boards with content material cloth from your website or elsewhere.
Or try Pinterest Catalogs to flip merchandise into pins all at once.
9. Choose a cowl photo for you profile.
From your profile page, click on the pencil icon above the image. Pinterest
robotically fills it with innovative from your pins or your boards. Pick each board
or pin creative.
Soon enterprise will be in a role to add videos to their covers.
10. Add the Pinterest Tag.
If you format to promote on Pinterest, you’ll want to add the Pinterest Tag to your
website. This will permit you to tune conversions and recognize what humans do
on your internet site after seeing your pins.
Now that your Pinterest commercial company account is set up, you’ll need to start
attracting followers.
Bonus: Download a free guide that teaches you how to make cash on Pinterest in
six convenient steps the usage of the tools you already have.
How to use Pinterest with Hoot suite
Hoot suite’s integration with Pinterest allows you to streamline your Pinterest
marketing tasks. Whether you control a couple of accounts, crew members, or

social media channels, you can tune the whole lot at as soon as from Hoot suite’s
dashboard.
Save time: Hoot suite lets in you create and agenda Pins and put up them to greater
than one bills at the equal time.
Improves teamwork: Ensure content material is consistent in the course of group
contributors by the usage of sending pins for approval and the usage of Hootsuite’s
collaboration tools.
Manage a couple of channels: See you your Pinterest advertising and marketing
and marketing efforts evaluate to you Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube,
and Twitter marketing.
#1: Community, creation and connection online

Your clients and your audience (the people you serve) are spending so much time
online right now. They’re spending much more time than usual on Facebook,
Instagram, YouTube, and consuming videos. They’re there and you should be, too!
So that’s the first thing: how to show up and create a connection online that bridges
the gap even when your clients can’t come in to see you.
Here’s the thing: they’re at home, not getting their hair, nails, makeup, or facials done
right now. And that’s actually an opportunity for you to step up and be an educator
when they’re at home. This is where you can start teaching online classes, tutorials
and videos; sharing what you’re best at.

Think about creating content that shares how your clients can create facial masks at
home, style their hair, practice applying makeup at home, or how to take care of their
feet with a DIY pedicure.
In addition to educating, it’s a great time to maintain and establish connections online
with clients and your larger audience. Share with them your own life, behind the

scenes: Show them what you’re up to at home, what classes you’re taking, how
you’re practicing your skills up-leveling while at home. Don’t use this time to fall
apart from your clients; use to it get even closer connection with them on social
media. Now is the time to create a strong bond, while they’re feeling bored, while
they’re looking for inspiration and education. You can be your best way to serve
them right now.
#2 Be creative in your sales and promotions, and tell clients how they can
support you

Your community does want to support you! They understand you’re a small business
owner and that if you don’t have clients coming in, you’re usually not making
money. They want to do what they can help; they just need to know how. Don’t be
afraid to tell them, and tell them often, the different ways they can support your
business. Let’s talk about some of those ways:
Showing support on social media
Take a moment to post on your personal social pages and tell them: “Would you
mind following me on Facebook / Instagram, or leaving me a review on Google?”
Reviews are an amazing way of building up your presence online, so make the
suggestion that your followers leave their feedback and help you in this simple way.
Gift certificates and gift cards
And they don’t have to be regular, everyday gift cards either. You can add on a little
something special to thank them for supporting you to keep you afloat with revenue.
For example: If they buy two $50 gift cards, they get a third for free. If they buy a
$100 gift card, they get a bonus product. Or when they buy a $50 card, they get a
bonus card of $20 on top of that to share with someone. There are so many things
you can do to reward clients while having them purchase, but remember you have to
tell them!

Selling with an online store
If you don’t have a place for people to buy your gift cards and products right now,
it’s the perfect time. You probably have the white space and time, so let’s get it set
up. And an online store doesn’t have to be complicated: it can be a simple,
streamlined store with just a few products connected to your website. You can have
gift cards a few select products, services and packages for pre-sale on there. If you
need a place to start for building your store, Vagary e-commerce is free for beauty pros
right now who are already signed up (no extra fees). Shopify is the most popular
ecommerce provider starting at $29 a month. Squarespace also offers an ecommerce
option for $26 a month. Remember that people would love to buy from your store,
they’re at home on their computers, so tell them about it often!
Get creative with promotions that you can presell to clients
Now’s the time to be creative in packaging up promotions and offers that you can sell
to clients now, and they can redeem them later in the year. Make them valid for one
year from time of purchase. Just make sure you tell your clients that they can
purchase now and use them when you’re open, even if you don’t know when that
will be right now. Here are a couple of examples to get your creative juices flowing:
A pamper package for post quarantine. This is something that your clients will feel
like they deserve after foregoing treatments while in quarantine. It might be weeks
before they can see a beauty professional, so when they do come in, they might want
to enjoy a whole package of treatments. Package up something big and special for
them with a special price.
Bring a friend special: This is something I would personally love to do. After not
seeing my friends for weeks, I would love to connect with them and get pampered
together with nails, facials, massages, haircuts, etc. Think about creating a package
that someone can by for themselves plus a friend to get together for a girl’s day after
so much self-isolation.
Remember that with all of these ideas, you need to communicate with clients and
community about them multiple times. Post about them on Facebook and Instagram,
but don’t stop there. If you talk to clients on the phone, when you’re reschedule or
tell them what’s going on, tell them about your packages then. Also, send out emails

to your list about them. Now’s not the time to pull back on marketing, but to
communicate even more than usual.
#3: Invest in yourself and your education
We have more time right now to spend on our business than we usually do: we’re at
home, with family and with our kids which is amazing. But it’s not an excuse to
leave your business at the wayside. Instead, now’s the time to invest in leveling your
skills and work on business building.
Work on those online courses you joined and never finished
I know I’m not the only one that sometimes signs up for courses and then puts them
off forever. Now’s the time to get to work on them!
Join new programs
There are countless valuable programs that you can take without leaving your house,
that will help you grow your skills as a beauty professional. And if you’re on a tight
budget, there is also so much free training online on YouTube. Use this time to
practice your craft using a mannequin or dummy, or even practicing on your spouse.
While you’re working on your craft, document it, too! Share photos and videos on
social that you’re working to be the best professional that you can be.

Work on the marketing things that always got put on the back burner
We always have those things for business where we say, “I’ll get to it later”, but we
never do. And then it turns into a mountain of things to do on our shoulders. Well
now’s the perfect time to get it all done! Work on your website, freshen up Google
my business page, work on taking those photos of yourself you’ve always wanted to
use on Instagram, update your Instagram bio… anything you’ve wanted to do for a
while but didn’t have time to.

#4: Be a force for good and a leader

I know that what’s going on is scary. I’ve personally felt a lot of ups and downs in
the past week. I know that when you have to shut down temporarily and you don’t
have revenue coming in, you might panic, think the worst, and wonder how long it’s
going last for.
But I also know that the worst thing you can do is freeze and got paralyzed by
thinking I don’t know what to do so I’m going to ignore this situation and wait for it
to be over.
Instead of spinning out of control in a negative space, think positive and take action.
When you take action, you start feel better because at least you’re taking steps. Even
if you’re not sure where those steps are going to lead you, that’s okay. All of us are
unsure right now. But we don’t want freeze and not have anything happen in
business.
When you do take action, show up as a positive force for your clients, followers,
team members friends and family. All of us are looking to someone to be that
positive influence and a person they can look up to. Be a leader and inspiration and
spread joy, whether it’s on social media, yours emails, phone calls, text messages.
Once you start showing up that way, even if you don’t feel it completely, you’ll step
into it and start believing it, too.

Chapter 3
Corona virus
The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is disrupting the planet as we knew it,
with a significant toll on human lives and economic activities. Its rapid global
spread is threatening to affect several people already made vulnerable by food
insecurity, malnutrition and therefore, the effects of conflict and other disasters. To
minimize the impact of the epidemic on the 138 million people it intends to serve
this year, WFP is adapting it's aiming to ensure they're going to continue receiving
the help they have.

COVID-19 has caused global disruptions to the transport systems and links that
health and humanitarian responders would generally depend upon to achieve
affected areas during a crisis. WFP, with long-standing experience and vast
expertise in emergency response and logistics and provide chain, is functioning
closely with the globe Health Organization, the UN system, the NGO community

and governments, is using its logistics capacity and expertise to step in and supply
these services where commercial power currently doesn’t exist, ensuring critical
health and humanitarian cargo and personnel can move to where they’re needed
most. WFP is additionally putting its expertise within the areas of knowledge
collection and analysis, policy and advocacy support, and repair provision at the
service of governments’ strategies to handle the medium-term consequences of the
pandemic.
This includes working with governments to strengthen and expand social
protection programmers to deal with poverty, food insecurity and malnutrition;
sustain food production, trade, distribution and consumption; support national
health systems through improved supply chains, data collection and targeted
nutrition services for the foremost vulnerable; and supply alternatives to high
school feeding where educational activities are suspended within the wake of the
pandemic.
What are the signs and symptoms of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)?
Patients with a mild clinical presentation may not initially require hospitalization,
but clinical signs and symptoms may worsen, with progression to lower respiratory
tract disease in the second week of illness. Risk factors for progressing to severe
illness may include, but are not limited to, older age and underlying chronic
medical conditions (e.g., lung disease, moderate to severe asthma, cancer, heart
failure, cerebrovascular disease, renal disease, liver disease, diabetes,
immunocompromising conditions, and severe obesity).
Emergency medical attention should be sought if the patient develops trouble
breathing, persistent pain or chest pressure, new confusion, inability to awaken or
to stay awake, or bluish lips or face.
Most patients with confirmed COVID-19 have developed fever and/or symptoms of
acute respiratory illness (e.g., cough, difficulty breathing).

Signs and symptoms of COVID-19 (not an exhaustive list)
The following symptoms may indicate COVID-19
• Fever or chills
• Cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
• Fatigue
• Muscle or body aches
• Headache
• New loss of taste or smell
• Sore throat
• Congestion or runny nose
• Nausea or vomiting
• Diarrhea
Other reported symptoms have included the following:
• Sputum production
• Malaise
• Respiratory distress
.

COVID-19 SECOND WAVE
It is a challenge on the global level – for the G20, the WHO and other international
bodies – since the Coronavirus does not respect national boundaries. But it is just
as much a challenge on the national level, where many of the policy decisions in
response to the pandemic are made, and at the local levels, where people decide on
whether to comply with government guidelines and whether to support one another
in times of need. Everyone one of us – from heads of state to ordinary citizens to
refugees – bears great responsibility for the health and wellbeing of others.

Billions of people are in lockdown, unable to visit one another, unable go to work,
unable to attend school, unable to meet one another in public places. People around
the world are in desperate conditions, struggling at home, in care homes and
intensive care units, dying of the same cause, separated from their loved ones in
their hours of need. At times of existential danger, we instinctively desire to be
close to our family and friends, hold their hands and embrace them – but now we

are forbidden to do so, for every act of physical contact – every expression of
physical loving-kindness and compassion – could bring illness and death.
We are confronted with the true uncertainty of human existence and the true
vulnerability of human life. How often have so many of us believed that we are
supreme masters of the world around us.
How often have we as researchers ignored the uncertainty of our existence,
mistaking it for probabilities generated by our statistical models? How often have
we ignored our vulnerability by pretending that we are in control of our destinies?
The Covid-19 pandemic shows us how wrong we were.
We are brought face to face with the most basic questions of life. What are we here
for? What have we done with our lives? What do we yet wish to do if given the
opportunity? Who is truly important on our lives? What is it that we truly cherish?
The pandemic leads us to some painful insights: If we know who is truly important
to us and what we truly cherish, then why have we spent so little of our lives
pursuing these things?
The Coronavirus shows us how terrible it really is to waste our lives, embroiled in
endless battles for wealth and status and power. How terrible it really is not to
recognize the value in the people around us – not just our family and friends, not
just colleagues and fellow citizens, but also complete strangers. How terrible it is
not to give our lives meaning – every hour of every day – by honoring the
sacredness of life and according all living things the respect, sensitivity and care
that they deserve.
The Covid-19 pandemic demonstrates to us the value of freedom – the freedom to
move, to be with those we love, to live in dignity and security – for ourselves and
for those around us, from our loved ones to the refugees and the downtrodden.
Above all, it shows us the importance of recognizing the true purpose of all our
businesses and economies, our political parties and governments, our local civic
associations and our international organizations, our conventions and ideologies,
and all our other systems: namely, to serve human needs and purposes.
The needs and purposes not just of individuals, but of societies and of the natural
world, in pursuit of not just our individual, self-interested payoffs, but in pursuit of

all our overarching communitarian goals that are articulated in our religious and
cultural aspirations.
In most of our endeavors, we are interdependent. One individual cannot succeed
without the cooperation of others. We cooperate at many different scales – local,
regional and national. The Covid-19 pandemic highlights the danger of ignoring
our interdependence and the importance of global cooperation. It shows us with
crystal clarity that all of humanity is in the same boat. Since the virus can be
defeated somewhere only when it is defeated everywhere, it shows us the terrible
folly of pretending that we can achieve security in isolation, within the borders of
our nation, culture, class or religion.
The Covid-19 pandemic demonstrates to us that our economic, political and social
systems can serve our needs and purposes only when they induce us to cooperate at
the appropriate scale.
And all of our systems were originally driven by this aspiration. The nation state
enabled people to cooperate at larger scales than principalities and city states
allowed.
The entrepreneurial virtues that arose over 400 years ago promoted the hard work,
honesty and trust that was required for flourishing market economies. Left-wing
ideologies were conceived to protect the poor and disadvantaged from exploitation.
Right-wing ideologies arose to highlight the importance of freedom. The
corporation arose to help business manage risk in order to serve the public interest.
National social insurance systems were developed to help cushion citizens from
economic and health shocks. International organizations, such as the World Health
Organization, arose from the recognition that the world faced global threats that
called for global collaboration.
The religious insight that all people are created in the image of God called us to
recognize that everyone on earth is worthy of our respect and care.
Out of these inspirations, however, grew institutions, social hierarchies, ideologies
and governance principles that have often tended to become self-serving –
exploited by the privileged few for their own personal advantage, to the detriment
of the broad human needs and purposes that they were originally meant to serve.

Out of the successes of free market enterprise in generating material prosperity,
empowering local communities and promoting peace grew a blind reliance on the
“Invisible Hand” as primary guide for the allocation of resources. Out of the
successes of entrepreneurship within the free market system grew the blind support
for the principle that “the business of business is business.” Out of the social and
environmental excesses of the free market system grew a blind attachment to
central planning. Out of the successes of the national state arose the blind “me-first
nationalism” that undermines a globally effective response to the Covid-19
pandemic.
It has always been thus. Humans are social creatures, who are suited primarily for
cooperation in social groups of limited size. When we need to cooperate at larger
scales, we frequently form groups of groups or “imagined communities” – such as
the nation state – with whom we feel affiliated, though we are unable to meet all
their members. These imagined communities are supported by value-driven
narratives and institutions of multilevel governance. But every attempt to establish
cooperation at a larger scale is always vulnerable to being undermined by the
selfish behavior of groups at the smaller scale.
This is a fundamental problem that will never go away. All we can do is be aware
of it, remain vigilant, adjust our narratives to the magnitude of the challenges we
face, and continually adapt our institutions of multilevel governance accordingly.

Covid-19 highlights the need for vigilance, for new narratives and reformed
governance institutions.
When nation states are successful in addressing national challenges, they create
national identities and institutions that are compatible with local identities and
institutions. Within successful nation states, citizens know when they should cede
their individual sovereignty to groups of larger size.
The global pandemic restates this challenge forcefully at the global level. It
implores us to construct new narratives in which our national affiliations are
supplemented by a global affiliation – the affiliation to our common humanity that
must overcome this pandemic together. It also implores us to keep rebuilding our
structures of multilevel governance, within which nations know when to cede

sovereignty to international institutions. While our international institutions are
themselves vulnerable to being undermined by the privileged few who seek their
narrow advantage, the pandemic implores us not to abandon these institutions, but
reform them to serve human needs and purposes in response to global challenges.
This realization forces us beyond our existing schools of economic and political
thought. It affirms neither unfettered free markets, nor central planning; neither
pure individualism nor pure collectivism. Instead, it encourages the mobilization of
our efforts – individual and social – at the scale that our challenges demand. It
affirms neither left-wing nor right-wing politics. Instead, it seeks to empower each
and every one of us to contribute to the fulfillment of our fundamental ends, many
of which are social. It means giving us the freedom to create a prosperous, secure,
inclusive and sustainable world.

Covid-19 forces to confront the most brutally honest and vitally important
questions: If we know what must be done to overcome this pandemic – along with
other challenges that lie ahead, such as climate change, cyberwar, financial crises
and more – then why do we spend so little time and effort pursuing these things?
Why, at this time of global threat, do so many countries retreat into populist
nationalism? Why is the pandemic described as a “Chinese virus” (promoting
nationalistic conflict) or “the plague of the snobs” (promoting class war) or the
“urban virus” (promoting conflict between town and country)?
While the socially responsible behavior of the many within a reasonably wellfunctioning social order is always vulnerable to being undermined by the selfish
few, why have the many not been more vigilant? Why have the responsible many
not been reaching for universal narratives highlighting our common humanity?
Why, at this time of global threat, have responsible politicians around the world
not rallied around our institutions of multilateral cooperation and ensured that
national and multilateral goals complement one another?
These are the burning questions that the Coronavirus sears into our conscience.
Once this threat has been overcome and we awaken in the post-Covid-19 world,
these are the questions that the next generation will level at us.
The Covid-19 pandemic lays our lives bare and forces us to appreciate our most
essential needs and our highest values. It forces us to appreciate the true value of

many people whose roles in society tend to be undervalued: the nurses, the hospital
orderlies, the people sitting at the checkout counters in supermarkets, the delivery
personnel, the many nameless strangers who suddenly offer help to the old and
vulnerable.
The pandemic has revealed a vast sea of kindness and benevolence in our
communities around the world. It has led to countless acts of selfless heroism in
hospitals and care homes. It has impelled many of us to use our greatest strengths
to serve our greatest purposes, suddenly giving our lives new, inspiring meaning.
This is the lesson that we must take into the post-Covid-19 world: The time has
come to mobilize this goodness in our midst, rather than drive it to the sidelines
through institutions and incentive systems that reward selfishness and predatory
competitiveness. The time has come to re-evaluate the appropriate goal of
business; the goal of our economic activities; the goal of our ideologies and social
conventions; and the goal of our local, national and international governance
structures. The pandemic shows us that the goals of all these domains must always
the same: contributing to the fulfillment of human needs and purposes. This
requires us to cooperate locally when we face local challenges, nationally when we
face national challenges, and globally when we face global challenges.
The G20 has a towering responsibility to support a broad public discourse in which
national bodies and various engagement groups all contribute in accordance with
their local conditions and needs, participating in the rules that they co-create,
monitoring each other’s behavior, being accountable to one another, and thereby
creating the groundwork for global cooperation in response to the pandemic and
setting the stage for global cooperation in response to other global threats
.

What causes a second wave of a disease outbreak?
Infectious diseases spread via contact between infectious and susceptible people. In
the absence of any control measures, an outbreak will grow as long as the average
number of people infected by each infectious person is greater than one. If people
who recover generate a protective immune response, the outbreak will leave a
growing trail of immune people. Once enough people are immune, there are fewer
susceptible people to become infected and the outbreak will die away.

When an outbreak is brought under control by social distancing and other
measures, it’s possible only a small proportion of the population will have been
infected and gained immunity. If a population has not achieved herd immunity,
enough susceptible people may remain to fuel a second wave if controls are
relaxed and infection is reintroduced.
Controlling a scourge of COVID-19 in Europe

The COVID-19 virus was delivered to Europe on 20 January 2020 when a person
travelling to Europe from Shanghai, China infected 16 of their co-workers. Per the
study, a formidable response of rapid testing and isolation prevented the outbreak
from spreading from now on, the study concludes. Contrary to speculation, this
German outbreak wasn't the source of the epidemic in Northern Italy that
eventually spread widely across Europe.

The authors also show that this China-to-Italy-US dispersal route ignited
transmission clusters on the geographic area slightly later in February. Intensive
interventions like testing, contacting tracing, and isolation that was implemented in
a very timely manner and helped to contain the outbreak.
“We believe that those measures resulted in an exceedingly situation where the
primary sparks could successfully be stamped out, preventing the further spread
into the community,” Worobey said. “What this tells us is that the measures taken
in those cases are highly effective and will function a blueprint for future responses
to emerging diseases that have the potential to escalate into worldwide
pandemics.”
The scientists ran computer programs that carefully simulated the epidemiology
and evolution of the virus. “This allowed us to re-run the tape of how the epidemic
unfolded, over and another time, and so check the scenarios that emerge within the
simulations against the patterns we see actually,” Worobey said.
“In the Washington case, we can ask, ‘What if that patient WA1 who arrived
within the US on 12 January 2020 did start that outbreak?’ Well, if he did, and you
re-run that epidemic over and over and over, and so sample infected patients from
that epidemic and evolve the virus therein way, does one get a pattern that appears
like what we see in reality? And also, the answer was no,” he said.
“If you seed that early Italian outbreak with the one in Germany, does one see the
pattern that you simply get within the evolutionary data? and also the answer,
again, is no.” Co-author Joel Wertheim of the University of California, San Diego,
added: By re-running the introduction of SARS-CoV-2 into the US and Europe
through simulations, we showed that it had been not possible that the primary
documented viral introductions into these locales led to productive transmission
clusters. Molecular epidemiological analyses are incredibly powerful for revealing
transmissions patterns of SARS-CoV-2.”

“Our research shows that after you do early intervention and detection well, it can
have an enormous impact, both on preventing pandemics and controlling them
once they progress,” Worobey said. “While the epidemic eventually slipped
through, there have been early victories that show us the way forward:
Comprehensive testing and case identification are powerful weapons.”

Preventing a second wave of COVID-19
Our generation wasn't prepared for COVID-19, then we've had to find
out from one another. The speed at which Italy and UK adopted digital innovation
is impressive. However, the virus isn’t deed, a minimum of not any time soon. and
therefore, the situation in Italy shows that a holistic strategy must be in situ to
triage and treat patients and minimize the impact on hospitals. It’s also shown that
information sharing is essential, and an interoperable end-to-end approach is at the
core of this.

In Puglia, the govt. quickly recognized that encompassing a 360-degree approach
was crucial for patient care, capacity planning, and future forecasting. And
Daedalus is immensely proud to possess been ready to play a task in Italy’s

recovery. If the United Kingdom doesn’t adopt an identical approach during the
recovery phase and introduce full measures to handle testing and monitoring, then,
unfortunately, the danger of a second wave could become a stark reality.
Test and trace
It’s why the main focus within the UK to check more patients and pilot the contact
tracing app are welcomed initiatives, particularly given the info exchange between
them and therefore the NHS 111 database. However, if we are to find out lessons
from Italy, more must be done. Testing as an example can only show if someone
actively has the virus or has been exposed to that – little is in situ to screen other
groups in danger or to co-ordinate the various levels of support to manage the
pressure on services.
Likewise, until the tracing app is extended nationally, becomes a part of a broader
approach to diagnosis (such as virology swab testing) and is integrated with the
various initiatives adopted by individual hospitals to trace the virus, the United
Kingdom won’t have a holistic view.
Moreover, neither of those two initiatives tackle the ultimate element of the
pathway – supporting patients during the healing process, after they need a left
hospital.

End-to-end testing and surveillance
In the absence of an appropriate method of tracking the virus, Italy utilized existing
IT to determine a pre-screening process. The mix of a web available questionnaire
and data extracted from GP medical records has enabled different population risk
factors to be identified, and folks categorized accordingly. This information is then
fed into a newly created regional command center – staffed by healthcare
professionals – who can use a knowledge analysis dashboard to action the
only appropriate response for that individual, whether it’s getting tested, selfisolating, visiting the hospital, or being cared for the reception.

With the outputs of the command center being shared between primary and
secondary care providers, this approach has enabled the health service in Puglia to
introduce a systemic arrange to minimize hospital admissions and forestall these
services being overrun. Plus, having information from the hospital’s electronic
patient records and remote monitoring devices in patients’ homes feed into the
command center, the health service can still offer recovery support reception.
Whilst the advantages of this approach are just about being quantified; clinicians
are already reporting on how it’s streamlining workflow processes across care
settings, minimizing pressure on critical services, and enabling other non-COVID19 related services to continue uninterrupted.
Patients are reporting on how pleased they're with the interactions with staff; they
like not having to travel to the hospital unless necessary and that they still feel fully
involved in their care. And with Daedalus also working with the governing bodies
in Sicily and Campania to duplicate the model, these benefits are expected to be
countrywide.

This end-to-end approach is providing vital information about the transmission of
the virus and helping manage the demand on services more effectively at a regional
and national level. It’s also ensuring informed steps is taken to implement targeted
interventions to safeguard the public’s health. Still, equally as important, it’s
helping determine a more accurate forecast for any future spread and second wave
of the virus.

The importance of contact tracing
The paper challenges suggestions that linked the earliest known cases of COVID19 on the continent in January to outbreaks detected weeks later. It provides
valuable insights that would inform public health response and help with
anticipating and preventing future episodes of COVID-19 and other zoonotic
diseases.
University of Arizona researcher Michael Worobey, who led the team, said: “We
aspired to develop and apply powerful new technology to conduct a definitive
analysis of how the pandemic unfolded in space and time, across the world.
Before, there have been many possibilities floating around in a very mishmash of
science, social media and an unprecedented number of preprint publications still
awaiting review.”

The team-based their analysis on results from viral genome sequencing efforts,
which began immediately after the virus was identified and highlighted that the
primarily documented arrivals on the continent failed actually to snowball into
outbreaks, but instead tracing and contacting measures were successful.

Review Government Guidance
hidden the primarydiseaseCOVID-19 cases, governmental guidance will play a
significant role in how your organization should replete to the second wave of
COVID-19 cases.
The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted regions in numerous ways. The second
wave of cases may follow the identical suit, affecting different areas at different
times and in varying capacities.
This means that companies in one region could remain more significantly
businesses in the other areas might have to shut or adjust for a second time. As
such, it’s critical to grasp review all relevant orders to work out if your business
must take action within the face of that tack wave of COVID-19 cases.
Review Your Organizational Risks
Even if there aren’t recommendations to shut your business or make changes to
forestall the second spread of COVID-19 cases, that doesn’t mean your only a
small proportion of the population may businesses may have more significant
exposures than others, underscoring the importance of performing an intensive risk
assessment to work out how you ought to respond.
Similar to conducting a risk assessment for about to reopen following the primary
wave of COVID-19 cases, your organization should conduct a risk assessment in

preparation for a rete -emergence of COVID-19 issues. While the complexity of
risk assist deeded differ from business to typically involve the subsequent steps

Identifying the hazards—When it involves planning for a second wave of the
coronavirus, businesses have to think about their exposures, particularly if an
infected person entered their facilities. When identifying hazards, it’s a de quickly
to perform a walk-through of t360-degrees and consider high-risk areas. It’s also
essential to contemplate what tasks employees are performing and whether or not
they're especially exposed to COVID-19 risks when performing their duties.
Deciding who could also be harmed by the second wave of cases and how—Once
you’ve identified hazards to your business, you wish to see what populations of
your workforce are exposed to COVID-19 risks. When performing this evaluation,
you'll make a note of high-risk individuals (e.g., staff members who meet with
customers or individuals with pre-existing medical conditions).
Assessing risks—Once you've got identified the risks facing your business, you
need analyze them to see their potential consequences. For every threat facing your
business, you’ll want to determine:

How likely is that this particular risk to occur?
What are the ramifications should this risk occur?
When analyzing your risks, consider potential financial losses, compliance
requirements, employee safety, business disruptions, reputational harm and other
consequences.
4.Controlling risks—With a way of what the threats to your business are, you'll be
able to consider then ways to deal with them. There is a spread of methods
companies can use to manage their risks, including:

Risk avoidance—Risk avoidance is when a business eliminates specific hazards,
activities and exposures from their operations altogether.
Risk Control—Risk control involves preventive action.
Risk transfer—Risk transfer is when a business transfers its exposures to a 3rd
party.
For preparing for a second wave of the coronavirus, control measures could
include cleaning protocols, work-from-home orders and mandated personal
protective equipment (PPE) usage.
5. Monitoring the results—Risk management is an evolving, continuous process.
Once you’ve implemented a risk management solution, you’ll want to watch its
effectiveness and reassess.
Remember, the COVID-19 pandemic to date has been rapidly evolving, and
guidance can change quickly. Your business should be prepared to require action at
short notice.
Maintain Workplace Safety
Maintaining workplace safety is crucial to preventing the spread of COVID-19 at
your organization and can still be essential in protecting your organization against
the second wave of COVID-19 cases. There are a variety of HSE workplace
controls to think about if your risk assessment determines that COVID-19 poses a
threat to your employees or customers. For example, you should:

Implement administrative controls—Typically, administrative rules are changes in
work policies or procedures that reduce or minimize an individual’s exposure to a
hazard. An example of the executive authority for the coronavirus is establishing
alternating days or extra shifts that reduce the overall number of employees in an
exceedingly facility at a given time.

Utilize PPE—Businesses should specialize in training workers on proper PPE best
practices. Employees should understand the way to placed on, commence and take
care of PPE properly. Training material should be easy to grasp and must be
available within the appropriate language for all workers.

Consider engineering controls—Engineering controls protect workers by removing
hazardous conditions or by placing a barrier between the worker and also the
hazard. For COVID-19, engineering controls can include:
Installing high-efficiency air filters

Increasing ventilation rates within the work environment
Installing physical barriers, like clear plastic sneeze guards
Screen employees before they enter the building—To keep employees safe,
consider conducting screening procedures to spot potentially ill employees before
they enter the workplace. The Equality and Human Rights Commission permits
employers to live employees’ body temperatures before allowing them to enter the
worksite. Any employee screening should be implemented on a non-discriminatory
basis by The Equality Act 2010. make sure to notify employees of this practice
before implementation to avoid catching them off guard.
Be adaptable—You should be prepared to vary your business practices if needed to
keep up critical operations. this might involve identifying alternative suppliers,
prioritizing existing customers or suspending portions of your operations.
Create a dialogue with vendors and partners—Talk with business partners about
your response plans. Share best practices with other businesses in your
communities, and particularly those in your supply chain.
Encourage social distancing—Social distancing is the practice of deliberately
increasing the physical space between people to avoid spreading illness. In terms
of COVID-19, social distancing best practices for businesses can include:
Hosting meetings virtually when possible
Limiting the number of individuals on the task site to essential personnel only
Discouraging people from shaking hands
Encourage employees to remain home if possible—Statistically speaking, the most
effective thanks to preventing the spread of COVID-19 is to minimize person-toperson contact. As such, employers are using the subsequent strategies to
encourage employees to remain home:
Expanding telecommuting policies to make sure as many employees as possible
can work from home
Highlighting benefits offerings that employees may not fathom, including shortterm disability
Expanding leave policies
Offering financial incentives for workers to remain home and not acquire the office

Manage the various risk levels of their employees. It’s essential to bear in mind
that some employees are also at higher risk for severe illness, like older adults and
people with chronic medical conditions.
Separate sick employees—Employees who appear to own symptoms (e.g., fever,
cough or shortness of breath) upon arrival at work or who become ill during the
day should immediately be separated from other employees, customers and
visitors, and sent home. If an employee is confirmed to possess COVID-19,
employers should inform fellow employees of their possible exposure to COVID19. The employer should instruct fellow employees on the way to proceed
supported HSE guidance.
Support respiratory etiquette and hand hygiene—Businesses should encourage
good hygiene to forestall the spread of the coronavirus. This may involve:
Providing tissues and no-touch disposal receptacles
Providing soap and water within the workplace
Placing hand sanitizers in multiple locations to encourage hand hygiene
Perform routine environmental cleaning and disinfection—Businesses should
regularly sanities their facility to stop the spread of COVID-19. Some best
practices include:
Cleaning and disinfecting all frequently touched surfaces within the workplace,
like workstations, keyboards, telephones, handrails and doorknobs.
It is discouraging workers from using other workers’ phones, desks, offices, or
other tools and equipment, when possible. If necessary, clean and disinfect them
before and after use.
They are providing disposable wipes, so employees often wipe down commonly
used surfaces before each use.
Be sure to contemplate the wants of your business and implement strategies that
are specific to controlling and promoting workplace safety at your organization.
Communicate with Employees
It’s inconceivable for you to regulate the pandemic, but you can assist ease the
strain your employees could also be experiencing. In these uncertain times, it’s

imperative that you simply clearly communicate your business’ plans as frequently
as possible. Here are some tips for effective employee communications:

Be open with employees about management decisions and elicit suggestions to
rectify problems.
Provide the maximum amount of information as possible about the pandemic.
Communicate the longer term of the business with employees often—in meetings,
on the corporate website, in newsletters and blogs.
Be empathetic in your communications, as every employee’s situation could also
be different.
Additionally, attempt to give the maximum amount of notice as possible if your
organization plans to form significant workplace changes, including shutting down
operations or requiring employees to figure from home.

Prepare Now to remain Safe Later
Due to the character of the COVID-19 pandemic, rules and regulations are
continually changing. You ought to be prepared to vary your business practices if
needed to take care of critical operations.

Following the emergence and rapid spread of Covid-19, several countries have
succeeded in bringing local outbreaks under control. The most dramatic of these is
China, where large-scale restrictions on people’s movement appear to have halted
domestic transmission.
South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan also had early success containing local
outbreaks, using a combination of extensive contact tracing, testing, border
measures and differing degrees of social distancing.

However, Covid-19 is now widespread across the globe, and these countries
remain at risk of a second wave of infections, sparked either by overseas arrivals or
undetected pockets of infection.
As China has begun to lift travel restrictions, the world is watching to see whether
they can avoid a second wave of outbreaks.

